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Abstract
The goal of knowledge compilation is to transform programs in order to speed up their
evaluation. In Inductive Logic Programming, two major approaches to speed-up learning ex-
ist: Approaches that intertwine the learning and the optimization process and approaches that
separate these two processes. We follow the latter approach and present a new equivalence-
preserving transformation method for programs with ordered clauses. It eliminates redundan-
cies that make forward inference procedures slow. We introduce general chain rules, a specific
class of ordered clauses, whose syntactical features are exploited in a new forward inference
method. The comparison of the time needed by this method to evaluate the transformed pro-
gram with the time needed by a standard forward inference procedure for the original program
confirms the expected speed-up. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Chain programs; Program transformation; Forward inferences; Prefix elimination
method
1. Introduction
The goal of knowledge compilation and program optimization is to develop com-
putationally ecient knowledge-based systems. We conceive knowledge compilation
as a process involving three tasks: Learning the knowledge and optimizing the know-
ledge representation as well as the inference procedure used to evaluate the know-
ledge. In the field of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), there exist approaches
which intertwine the learning and the optimization process and approaches which
separate them. Laird argued in favor of the latter approach saying that ‘‘by interwin-
ing the learning and the transformation process, the learning process may never con-
verge and as a result, finding truly eective transformations can be dicult or
impossible’’ [12]. Sommer argued in favor of this separation as well [28]. He showed
that learning methods based on inverse resolution [33,16,23] can be conceived as
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example-guided program transformation methods which use the well-known fold- and
unfold-operator [8,29,10]. Sommer pointed out the gap between the generality of the
unfold- and fold-transformations, on one hand, and their restricted implementations
in inductive logic programs, on the other hand. The restrictions are a consequence
of the complexity which results from combining the processes of learning and trans-
forming a program.
In this paper, we present equivalence-preserving methods which are applied after
learning has been finished. They improve the program as well as the inference pro-
cedure. Both cannot be dealt with independently of each other because most pro-
gram transformation methods remove those types of redundancies that are known
to slow down the specific type of inference procedure that is used. We distinguish
three types of redundancies: Repeated subcomputations which occur if an inference
procedure does not memorize facts it has already proven, and, thus, may have to
do the same inferences repeatedly; state space redundancies which occur if there exists
more than one way to derive the same fact; sequence redundancies which occur if
rules share common subsets of premise literals. The eect of these types of redundan-
cies depends on the inference procedure that is used.
Scenario 1. In the field of Logic Program Synthesis and Transformation, given a
program P and a query G, top-down procedures (e.g., SLD-resolution [13]) are ap-
plied in order to find a refutation of P [ fGg via backward chaining. The program
transformation methods generate a program P0 that is equivalent to P but can be
evaluated more eciently. They use in dierent ways one or more of the following
transformation operations: Clause unfolding and folding, definition, clause deletion
and elimination or addition of literals to clause bodies.
Scenario 2. In the field of Deductive Databases, given a program P and a query G,
forward chaining methods (e.g., semi-naive evaluation [30]) are applied to find a bot-
tom-up derivation of :G. In this context, the disadvantage of forward chaining is
that many facts are generated which are irrelevant for the derivation of :G. Magic
sets [3], magic templates [20], counting [2], factoring [18] and goal-directed forward
chaining [7] are some of the methods (for a survey, see Ref. [17]) for transforming a
logic program P for a given query G such that the application of forward inference
methods to the transformed program does not generate any irrelevant facts. This is
achieved by introducing new predicate symbols, by adding new rules to the program,
or by adding literals to rule premises.
Repeated subcomputations usually do not occur if forward chaining is applied. In
the case of top-down procedures, the eciency decreasing eect of these redundan-
cies is most notable. Methods that transform doubly recursive programs into pro-
grams that can be evaluated without repeated subcomputations have been
presented in Refs. [8,6]. State space redundancies have the same eect no matter
whether a top-down or bottom-up procedure is chosen. State space redundancies
can be reduced by identifying redundant literals and clauses which can be omitted
without changing the meaning of the program. The test for extensional redundancy
[28] and methods based on saturation [23] support the elimination of this type of re-
dundancies. In contrast to state space redundancies, subsequence redundancies can-
not be resolved by omission. Their eect is most notable if forward chaining is
applied: One factor on which the speed of a bottom-up procedure depends is the
number of comparisons between facts and rule premise literals. If the same literals
occur in several rule premises, many redundant comparisons have to be made.
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In this paper, we present a program transformation method that eliminates sub-
sequence redundancies in order to speed up the evaluation of a program via forward
inferences. The method is intended to be used in a third setting.
Scenario 3. Given a program P and a set I of target concepts (in contrast to just
one specified by G), a forward inference procedure is applied to derive all conse-
quences of P that are instances of the target concepts.
We solve the optimization task by using program transformation operators,
generally used in Scenario 1, in order to transform a program such that forward
inference procedures, generally used in Scenario 2, can be speeded up. We pres-
ent a new program transformation method, called Prefix Elimination Method,
that removes subsequence redundancies occurring as prefixes of ordered rule
premises. We introduce general chain rules, a specific class of ordered clauses
suitable for representing sequences of chronologically ordered events. In this
context of temporal reasoning, the elimination of common prefixes corresponds
to introducing a new concept for subsequences of events that occur together fre-
quently. Finally, we present a new forward inference method which is applicable
to definite general chain programs that have been transformed by the Prefix
Elimination Method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce general
chain rules and show how they can be used for temporal reasoning within a standard
logic programming framework. In Section 3, we present the program transformation
method that eliminates prefixes by inventing and defining new predicates. The for-
ward inference procedure is presented and evaluated in Section 4. What follows is
a discussion of related work in Section 5, and the conclusion in Section 6.
2. General chain programs
2.1. Logical prerequisites
We use the standard definitions of a many-sorted first-order logic [13].
Syntax. The symbols X ; Y ; . . . denote variables, u; v;w constant symbols,
a; b; c; d; p; q predicate symbols, s a sort symbol, and t a term. A normal program P
is a set of clauses of the form A L1; . . . ; Ln; n P 0, where A is an atom and
Li; i  1; . . . ; n, are literals. A is called the head of the clause and L1; . . . ; Ln its body.
In the case of definite programs, the premise literals have to be atoms. Datalog pro-
grams are definite programs without function symbols. If n  0, then the clause is a
fact, otherwise, it is a rule. We follow the convention used in the deductive database
literature and split up a program P into a set PI of rules (basic program) and a set PE
of facts. The set of predicate symbols occurring in P is partitioned into two disjoint
sets IDBP and EDBP. IDB predicate symbols appear in the head of some rule and,
possibly, in rule bodies. EDB predicate symbols appear in rule bodies only. If PE is a
set of ground facts with EDB predicates only, then it is called an EDB instance. The
target concepts we want to focus on are represented by a set of intensionally defined
predicates I  IDBP.
Semantics. The meaning of a program P is reflected by its standard model MP.
For definite programs, it is defined in terms of the fixpoint of the immediate conse-
quence operator TP that maps Herbrand interpretations to Herbrand interpretations
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TPI  f B 2 BH PjCr   B A1; . . . ; An is a ground instance of clause
C 2 P and Ai 2 I ; i  1; . . . ; ng;
where BH P denotes the Herbrand base of P, I a Herbrand interpretation, B and
A1; . . . ; An ground atoms, and r a substitution. If P is a definite program, then TP
is monotone and has a least fixpoint, denoted by TxP ;, that is equivalent to the least
Herbrand model [32]. In the case of Datalog, if PI is a set of safe/generative rules (i.e.,
all variables which occur in the head of a rule also occur in its body) and if PE con-
sists of ground facts only, then only a finite number of facts can be deduced from
P  PI [ PE. Hence, there exists a natural number l such that TxP ; can be deter-
mined by TlP; which stands for the l-fold application of TP starting with ;. We de-
fine without loss of generality T0PIPE def PE and Tn1PI I def TPITnPII, and use
TwPIPE to denote the least fixpoint.
2.2. General chain rules
We consider a specific class of ordered clauses whose premise orderings are in-
duced by their predicate arguments.
Definition 2.1 (General chain rules). Let E be a literal or a set of literals. Then the
function argsE returns the arguments of the literal(s). A Datalog term is restricted
to be a constant or variable. A normal clause is a general chain rule i its premise
literals can be arranged in a sequence
C : B L1; L2; . . . ;Lk; Lk1
such that there exist Datalog terms x; y1; . . . ; yk; z that appear as pairs of distin-
guished arguments in the premise literals such that x; y1 2 argsL1,
y1; y2 2 argsL2; . . . ; ykÿ1; yk 2 argsLk, yk; z 2 argsLk1, and x; z 2 argsB. The dis-
tinguished arguments are called chaining arguments y1; . . . ; yk, left block x, and
right block z. The sequence L1; L2; . . . ; Lk; Lk1 is called the general (premise) chain
that is induced by x; y1; . . . ; yk; z. A general chain program consists of a set PI of gen-
eral chain rules and an EDB instance PE.
General chain programs are an extension of elementary chain Datalog programs
[31] which do not allow for any other arguments besides the distinguished arguments
which, in addition, have to be pairwise distinct variables. The rule
pu;w;X ; Z  aX ; Y1; v1; v2; bu; v1; Y1; gZ; Y2; cv2;w; Y2; Z
is an example of a general chain rule. Its premise chain is induced by the left block X,
the right block Z, and the chaining arguments Y1 and Y2. If the left and right block
are exchanged, then we get the inverse premise chain. Furthermore, the left block u,
the right block w and the chaining arguments v1 and v2 induce the premise chain
bu; v1; Y1; gZ; Y2; aX ; Y1; v1; v2; cv2;w; Y2; Z:
2.3. Temporal reasoning with general chain rules
General chains are suitable for representing relations between time intervals
which are defined in terms of discrete time points. To illustrate this point, we
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adopt from [1] the following types of relations, where T1 and T2 denote time
intervals:
Let the predicate symbols P and q denote the events holding over T1 and T2, re-
spectively. We use the variables Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 of sort time to represent the begin-
ning and end points of the time intervals. Then, the above- mentioned relation types
can be represented by general chains as follows:
In these chains, additional arguments can be used to describe further information
about the events. The use of general chains and chain rules allows us to do without
specific predicates or modal operators for temporal reasoning used, e.g., in Refs.
[1,26]. In Allen’s temporal logic [1], for instance, the predicate holds p; T  is
used which is true i assertion P holds during time interval T. Furthermore,
each of the primitive relations between time intervals is represented by a predicate
symbol (before, meets, etc.). The sequence of events represented by the chain
pY1; Y2; qY2; Y4, for example, is represented by the formula holdsp; T1;
holdsq; T2;meetsT1; T2.
General chains can represent relations between an arbitrary number of intervals.
Hence, they do not restrict the expressive power for temporal reasoning and at the
same time, allow us to use the standard logic programming framework sketched
above.
In the sequel, if general chain rules are used for representing relations between
time intervals, then we assume that each literal has exactly two arguments of sort
time which represent the start and end points of a time interval. These arguments
constitute distinguished arguments of the chain rule. We focus on the orderings of
the (premise) chains that are induced by these arguments of sort time. Note that in
the case of the ‘before’- and the ‘meets’-relation only two orderings are possible This
fact will be used in Section 4.
2.4. An introductory example
We used general chain rules in a robotics case study to represent the know-
ledge that is applied by a robot to plan and execute navigation tasks. The know-
ledge was learned by ILP algorithms [11]. A part of the rules specifies how to
determine the success or failure of plan execution from the sensor data perceived
during the execution phase. The following example illustrates the characteristics
of these rules.
T1 before T2: T1 is before interval T2 and they do not overlap in any way;
T1 meets T2: T1 is before T2 and T1 ends where T2 starts;
T1 equal T2: T1 and T2 are the same interval;
T1 during T2: time interval T1 is fully contained within T2;
T1 overlaps T2: interval T1 starts before T2 and they overlap.
T1 before T2: pY1; Y2, Y2 < Y3, qY3; Y4
T1 meets T2: pY1; Y2, qY2; Y4
T1 equal T2: pY1; Y2, qY1; Y2
T1 during T2: qY1; Y4, Y1 < Y2, pY2; Y3, Y3 < Y4
T1 overlaps T2: pY1; Y3, Y2 < Y3, qY2; Y4, Y3 < Y4
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Example 2.1. Let PI  fRule 2:1; . . . ;Rule 2:5g with
p1S;X ; Z  aS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Z: 2:1
p2S;X ; Z  aS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Z: 2:2
p3S;X ; Z  aS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Y3;
dS;O; Y3; Z: 2:3
p4S;X ; Z  bS;O;X ; Y1; cS;O; Y1; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Z: 2:4
p5S;X ; Z  bS;O;X ; Y1; cS;O; Y1; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Y3;
aS;O; Y3; Y4; bS;O; Y4; Z: 2:5
We have IDBPI  fp1; p2; p3; p4; p5g, EDBPI  fa; b; c; dg, and set I  IDBPI.
Let PE  fas5; 90; 1; 8; bs5; 90; 8; 10; cs5; 90; 10; 15; ds5; 90; 15; 17g: Then
MP  TxPIPE  fp1s5; 1; 15; p2s5; 1; 15; p3s5; 1; 17; p4s5; 8; 17g.
The example program uses the ‘meets’- relation only. Rule 2.1 states: If sensor S
with orientation O perceived event a during the time interval from X to Y1, event b
during the interval from Y1 to Y2, and event c during the interval from Y2 to Z then it
has perceived the higher-level feature p1 (and according to Rule 2.2 feature p2). The
derived IDB predicates are used in subsequent inference steps and constitute the set
I of target concepts we want to focus on. Many rules have common prefixes which
are defined as follows:
Definition 2.2 (Prefix). Let B L1; . . . ; Ln be a rule with an ordered premise and
F1; . . . ; Fi be an ordered sequence of literals with 16 i6 n. F1; . . . ; Fi is a prefix of
L1; . . . ; Ln i there exist two variable renamings r and h such that Ljr  Fj and
Lj  Fjh, for j  1; . . . ; i (i.e., F1; . . . ; Fi and L1; . . . ; Li are variants).
If the example program P  PI [ PE is evaluated via forward inferences, the fre-
quently occurring prefixes cause many redundant comparisons between facts and
premise literals. In order to avoid them the prefixes have to be eliminated.
3. Improving the program
The goal of program transformation is to reformulate a program such that it can
be evaluated more eciently. In this section, we introduce a composite transforma-
tion operator that uses a new define- and the well-known fold-operator. Its purpose
is to eliminate frequently occurring prefixes from a logic program with ordered
clauses. The operator is implemented in the Prefix Elimination Method which is
illustrated with an application to general chain programs.
3.1. Program transformation operators
Unfold/fold transformations of definite (normal) programs have been shown to
preserve equivalence with respect to their least Herbrand models [29], Fitting’s se-
mantics [5], the well-founded semantics [25], and the minimal S-model semantics
[4]. They also preserve the success and finite failure set of definite, stratified and nor-
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mal programs generated by SLD- and SLDNF-resolution, respectively [24,10]. We
use the following definitions which basically follow the standard ones given, e.g.,
in Ref. [24].
Definition 3.1 (Unfold). Let Pi be a logic program and C  B 
L1; . . . ;A; . . . ; Ln 2 Pi a clause with literals L1; . . . ; Ln and atom A. Let D1; . . . ;Dk
be all clauses in Pi such that Dj  A0j  R1; . . . ;Rm and A0j is unifiable with A with
mgu hj, j  1; . . . ; k. Let C0j be the result of resolving C and Dj. The result of the un-
fold-operator is Pi1  unfoldPi;C; fD1; . . . ;Dkg def Pi ÿ fCg [ fC01; . . . ;C0kg.
Definition 3.2 (Fold). Let C;D 2 Pi be ordered clauses of the form C  B 
L1; . . . ; Lm; Lm1; . . . ; Lmn and D  Q L01; . . . ; L0m. Let h be a substitution satisfy-
ing the following applicability conditions:
1. Li  L0ih, for i  1; . . . ;m;
2. let X1; . . . ;Xl be the internal variables of D, occurring in Dbody but not in Dhead .
Then, each Xjh, j  1; . . . ; l, appears neither in B nor in Lm1; . . . ; Lmn; further-
more, h substitutes distinct variables for the internal variables, i.e.,
Xih 6 Xjh; i 6 j;
3. D is the only clause in Pi whose head is unifiable with Qh;
4. atom B is one of the target predicates in I.
Let C0  B Qh; Lm1; . . . ; Lmn. The result of the fold-operator is
Pi1  foldPi;C;D def P
i ÿ fCg [ fC0g if h exists
Pi otherwise:

C0 is called the folded clause and D the folding clause.
In general, an arbitrary subset of Cbody can be used for folding. We use a restricted
version that assumes rule premises to be ordered and that replaces only prefixes of
rule premises. In the case of general chain programs, we use an ordering induced
by distinguished arguments. Of course, any other ordering can be used instead.
We use the fold-operator in combination with the following define-operator.
Definition 3.3 (Define with necessary variables). Given a program P, an integer j and
an ordered clause C  B L1; . . . ; Lj; Lj1; . . . ;Ln 2 P, n P j, the result of the de-
fine-operator, denoted by defineP;C; j, is the rule D def Q L1; . . . ; Lj with
Q def qY1; . . . ; Yk, where q is a new predicate symbol such that q 62 IDBP [
EDBP and
fY1; . . . ; Ykg def varsfL1; . . . ; Ljg \ varsfB; Lj1; . . . ; Lng;
where varsE is the function returning the variables occurring in E. Y1; . . . ; Yk are
called necessary variables.
This define-operator is used to generate rules that are used as folding clauses.
Definition 3.4 (Define and fold). Let C1 2 Pi be a clause with at least m premise lit-
erals, D  definePi;C1;m, and C1; . . . ;Cn 2 Pi all clauses which can be folded suc-
cessfully with D yielding C01; . . . ;C
0
n. Then
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Pi1  define and foldPi;C;m def
[n
j1
foldPi [ fDg;Cj;D
 Pi ÿ fC1; . . . ;Cng [ fD;C01; . . . ;C0ng:
Let P0 be an initial logic program and Pi1; i P 0, a logic program obtained from Pi
by applying either unfolding or folding. Then, the sequence of programs
P0;P1; . . . ;PN is called a transformation sequence starting at P0. Tamaki and Sato
proved that the least Herbrand model MPi of any program P
i, which is a definite pro-
gram in a transformation sequence starting at the initial program P0, is identical to
that of P0 [29]. Given a program Pi  PiI [ PE, the application of the composite trans-
formation operator define_and_fold yields a program Pi1I that contains new predicate
symbols. Thus, the standard modelsMPi andMPi1 of P
i and Pi1  Pi1I [ PE cannot
be identical. Therefore, given a set of target predicates I  IDBP, we focus on the
portion of the standard model consisting of atoms with predicate symbols in I.
Definition 3.5 (Coverage). Let P be a program and I  IDBP. The coverage of P
for I is the part of the standard model MP of P which is restricted to the atoms with
predicate symbols in I:
CovPI def fpt1; . . . ; ts j p 2 I and pt1; . . . ; ts 2MPg:
We use the following notion of equivalence to show that the composite operator
preserves the meaning of a program.
Definition 3.6 (Program equivalence [31]). Two basic programs PI and P
0
I are equiv-
alent with respect to a set of target concepts represented by I  IDBPI i, for arbi-
trary EDB instances PE, CovPI  CovP0 I with P  PI [ PE and P0  P0I [ PE.
Theorem 3.1 states that the define_and_fold-operator preserves equivalence.
Theorem 3.1. Let PE be an arbitrary EDB instance and P
i
I, i > 0, any program in a
transformation sequence generated by define and fold, and started at program P0I with
I  IDBP0I . Then CovPifIg  CovP0fIg with Pi  PiI [ PE and P0  P0I [ PE.
Proof sketch. For definite programs (i.e., for the least Herbrand semantics), the proof
idea can be sketched as follows:
The -part: Let B 2 Tx
P0
I
PE. Then there exists a C 2 P0I such that Cr   B 
A1; . . . ; An and A1; . . . ; An  TxP0
I
PE. For C, at most v definitions (06 v < n) have
been introduced and used for folding C and its intermediate results. As folding pre-
serves equivalence, it follows that B 2 TxPi
I
PE.
The -part: Let B 2 TxPi
I
PE be an instance of a target concept p 2 I. Then there
exists a rule C0 2 PiI and a substitution r such that C0r   B C0bodyr and
C0bodyr  TxPi
I
PE. The fact that the definition of every intermediate concept intro-
duced by the define-operator consists of exactly one rule, makes unfold the inverse
of define_and_fold. Hence, unfolding C0 in all possible ways yields a rule of the orig-
inal program P0I . It follows that
B 2 Tx
P0
I
PE.
The details of the proof as well as the proof for stratified programs can be found
in Ref. [22]. 
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3.2. The prefix elimination method
The Prefix Elimination Method (Fig. 1) implements the composite transformation
operator define and fold. It takes as input a basic program PI and two integers m >
1 and l P 1. Parameter m denotes the number of literals of a prefix used to generate a
new rule; l specifies the minimum number of rules which have to be foldable with a
new definition. The greater its value, the more the size of the rule set can be reduced.
The Prefix Elimination Method outputs the transformed program which is equiva-
lent to the original program PI with respect to the target concepts I  IDBPI).
Two sets, Done and ToDo, are used. Done contains the rules that cannot be refor-
mulated any more. Initially, it is empty. ToDo contains the rules which still have to
be considered for prefix elimination. Initially, it contains the rules of PI.
We start with explaining the second while-loop of the Prefix Elimination Method
which constitutes the basic procedure: An arbitrary rule C is selected from ToDo. If
Cbody has less than m premise literals, then it is not used to generate a definition, re-
moved from ToDo, and added to Done. If Cbody has at least m premise literals, then
the define-operator is applied. An attempt is made to fold the rules in ToDo with D
(function fold-rules in Fig. 2): For every rule Ci 2 ToDo, the applicability conditions
are tested. If they are satisfied, then C0i , the result of folding Ci with D, is added to the
set New. If they are not satisfied, Ci remains unchanged and is added to the set Old.
Only if at least l rules could be folded successfully, the folding result is returned.
Otherwise, the rules remain unchanged.
Fig. 1. The Prefix Elimination Method.
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In Fig. 1, the result of the call to fold-rules is assigned to NewToDo. The inequality
NewToDo 6 ToDo indicates successful folding. In that case, definition D is added to
Done, and the Prefix Elimination Method continues with the transformed rules in
NewToDo. If NewToDo  ToDo, then folding failed and C need not be considered
any more. It is removed from ToDo and added to Done.
In the first while-loop, the composite transformation is applied with parameter
mÿ 1 to rules that have EDB subgoals only. The purpose of this step is to generate
rules of a special from needed for the compilation of the transformed rules (see Sec-
tion 4.2).
Example 3.1. We illustrate the Prefix Elimination Method with PI of Example 2.1,
m  2, and l  1. Let PI  P0I . During the first two iterations of the first while-loop
the method considers prefixes of length one and generates two definitions:
qaS;O;X ; Y1  aS;O;X ; Y1: 3:1
qbS;O;X ; Y1  bS;O;X ; Y1: 3:2
They can be used successfully for folding yielding the set ToDo2:
p1S;X ; Z  qaS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Z:
p2S;X ; Z  qaS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Z:
p3S;X ; Z  qaS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Y3; dS;O; Y3; Z:
p4S;X ; Z  qbS;O;X ; Y1; cS;O; Y1; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Z:
p5S;X ; Z  qbS;O;X ; Y1; cS;O; Y1; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Y3; aS;O; Y3; Y4;
bS;O; Y4; Z:
We get P2I  Done2 [ ToDo2 with Done2  fRule 3:1; Rule3:2g. After these two iter-
ations of the first while-loop, ToDo does not contain any rules with EDB subgoals
only. Furthermore, every rule premise starts with an atom with a newly introduced
predicate symbol. Given P2I , in the second while-loop, the rules
qabS;O;X ; Y2  qaS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2
qbcS;O;X ; Y2  qbS;O;X ; Y1; cS;O; Y1; Y2:
are generated as candidates. They are used as folding clauses yielding ToDo4:
Fig. 2. Function fold-rules.
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p1S;X ; Z  qabS;O;X ; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Z:
p2S;X ; Z  qabS;O;X ; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Z:
p3S;X ; Z  qabS;O;X ; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Y3; dS;O; Y3; Z:
p4S;X ; Z  qbcS;O;X ; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Z:
p5S;X ; Z  qbcS;O;X ; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Y3; aS;O; Y3; Y4; bS;O; Y4; Z:
Continuing with ToDo4, the Prefix Elimination Method terminates after five itera-
tions of the second while-loop. At that point, the ToDo set is empty and Done 
P0I contains the definitions and reformulated rules:
qaS;O;X ; Y1  aS;O;X ; Y1: qbS;O;X ; Y1  bS;O;X ; Y1:
qabS;O;X ; Y2  qaS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2:
qbcS;O;X ; Y2  qbS;O;X ; Y1; cS;O; Y1; Y2:
qabcS;O;X ; Y3  qabS;O;X ; Y2; cS;O; Y2; Y3:
qbcdS;O;X ; Y3  qbcS;O;X ; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Y3:
p1S;X ; Z  qabcS;O;X ; Z: p2S;X ; Z  qabcS;O;X ; Z:
p4S;X ; Z  qbcdS;O;X ; Z:
qabcdS;X ; Z  qabcS;O;X ; Y3; dS;O; Y3; Z:
qbcdaS;O;X   qbcdS;O;X ; Y3; aS;O; Y3; Y4:
p3S;X ; Z  qabcdS;X ; Z: p5S;X ; Z  qbcdabS;X ; Z:
qbcdabS;X ; Z  qbcdaS;O;X ; Y4; bS;O; Y4; Z:
P0I has an inference depth greater than one. Furthermore, EDBPI  EDBP0I, and
I  IDBPI  IDBP0I.
In every step i of the iteration, a new program PiI  Donei [ ToDoi is generated.
Furthermore, in every step, the selected rule C is either removed from the ToDo
set or it is folded with the eect that its premise length is decreased. If the folded rule
can be reformulated again, it will have less than m premise literals at some point such
that it will be removed from the set ToDo. Consequently, the ToDo set will be empty
after a finite number of steps. Thus, the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate.
4. Improving the forward inference method
The intended use of the Prefix Elimination Method is in Scenario 3, where a
program P  PI [ PE and I  IDBPI are given, and the goal is to calculate
CovPI (i.e., all consequences of the program that are instances of the target
concepts). In general, semi-naive evaluation [30] can be used to solve this task.
This bottom-up fixpoint calculation procedure implements the TP-operator which
is applied repeatedly to a program until no further facts can be deduced. Its per-
formance depends on the number of inference steps (i.e., on the number of
applications of the TP-operator) and on the number of comparisons between
premise literals and input and derived facts. In Refs. [21,22], we have shown
how the evaluation of a logic program with frequently occurring prefixes can
be made faster by applying the Prefix Elimination Method and splitting up the
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transformed program into components which are evaluated sequentially. In this
section, we present a new forward inference method which exploits the syntactical
features of general chain rules in order to reduce the number of comparisons be-
tween premise literals and facts as much as possible.
4.1. Exploiting the characteristics of general chain rules
We consider the number of comparisons between premise literals and facts needed
for one inference step (i.e., one application of the TP-operator): Let PI be a set of N
rules each of which has at most max premise literals. For i  1; . . . ;max, let ni be the
number of rules with i premise literals such that
Pmax
i1 ni  N . Let PE be an EDB in-
stance with M facts and C  B L1; . . . ; Li 2 PI be a rule with i premise literals.
Let F1; . . . ; Fi 2 PE be i not necessarily distinct facts. If there exists a substitution r
such that Fj  Ljr, for j  1; . . . ; i, then Br is derived. Given M facts in PE, there
are Mi ways to select i facts. For each of these possibilities, i comparisons have to
be made in the worst case. For N rules, we get
CompinferM 
Xmax
i1
niMii < NMmaxmax 4:1
comparisons in the worst case for one inference step. The subscript infer denotes
the standard implementation of the TP-operator whose worst-case running time is
in OMmax. It takes into account the ordering of the premise literals. However,
the facts cannot be assumed to be ordered. In the worst case, given i facts, every per-
mutation has to be compared with a premise of length i.
In the case of general chain programs, the facts can be assumed to be ordered as
well. We illustrate the basic idea informally in the context of temporal reasoning. We
focus on the orderings of the rule premise literals that are induced by the distin-
guished arguments of sort time (Sections 2.2, 2.3). Let L1; . . . ; Li be such a premise
chain and fF1; . . . ; Fig be a set of facts. Assume that the premise literals and facts rep-
resent time intervals that are either in the ‘before’- or in the ‘meets’-relation. Then
the ordering that results from sorting the facts (literals) according to ascending chro-
nological order is unique. Let the sorted sequence of facts be F1; . . . ; Fi. Clearly, a
match between the premise and fact chain has to preserve the chronological order.
Therefore, we only have to compare L1; . . . ; Li with F1; . . . ; Fi. Any other permutation
of the facts need not be considered at all.1
Suppose that PE  F1; . . . ; FM is a fact chain and C  B L1; . . . ; Li 2 PI is a
general chain rule satisfying the assumption. Then, only the subsequences
Fj; Fj1; . . . ; Fjiÿ1, 16 j6M ÿ i 1, have to be compared with the premise chain
L1; . . . ; Li. There are M ÿ i 1 ways to select subsequences of length i. We get
ComporderedM 
Xmax
i1
niM ÿ i 1i < NM  1max 4:2
1 The assumption corresponds to the fact that the distinguished arguments of the premise and fact chain
are pairwise distinct, and, in addition, are the only arguments of a specific sort (time, Section 2.3). In Ref.
[22], we proved that these more general syntactical constraints reduce the number of possible matches
between permutations of fF1; . . . ; Fig and L1; . . . ; Li to two.
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comparisons in the worst case. We use ordered to denote the modified version of the
standard TP-operator implementation that takes into account the order of the facts
of a chain. Its worst-case running time is in OM.
In the sequel, we present a second optimization. We develop a new forward infer-
ence method, called Marker Passing Method, that is applicable to general chain pro-
grams of inference depth one. It requires that the Prefix Elimination Method is
applied to the program in a specific way such that the transformed program can
be mapped to a finite state automaton. The Marker Passing Method is applied to
the automaton. Before we explain how this is done we describe the rule compilation
method that maps the transformed program to an automaton.
4.2. Rule compilation
Let PI be a definite program of inference depth one (i.e., one application of the TP-
operator suces to determine its fixpoint) and I  IDBPI. Let S denote a set of
predicate symbols. Then QS, AS, and BS denote atoms with a predicate symbol in
S. If we apply the Prefix Elimination Method to PI with parameters m  2 and
l  1, the transformed program P0I has rules of the following forms:
QIDBP0
I
ÿI  AEDBP0
I
: 4:3
Q0IDBP0
I
ÿI  QIDBP0IÿI;AEDBP0I: 4:4
BI  QIDBP0
I
ÿI: 4:5
These rules are left-linear, i.e., every premise contains at most one IDB subgoal
which occurs at the left-most position, and an arbitrary number of EDB subgoals
(here, at most one). In this context, the purpose of the first while-loop of the Prefix
Elimination Method becomes clear: It generates the rules of form Eq. (4.3). The rules
of P0I are mapped to a prefix acceptor that is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1 (Prefix acceptor). A prefix acceptor (PA) is a finite state automaton
defined as the 7-tuple Q;R; Z; d; q0; F ; k. Q denotes the finite set of states, R the
set of input atoms, Z the set of output atoms, d the transition mapping, q0 the start-
ing state, F the finite set of final states and k the output function.
Given P0I, the transition mapping d is constructed as follows: For every rule of
form Eq. (4.3), the transition dq0;AEDBP0
I
  QIDBP0
I
ÿI is generated. For every rule
of form Eq. (4.4), the transition dQIDBP0
I
ÿI;AEDBP0
I
  Q0IDBP0
I
ÿI is generated.
Hence, the states Q of the prefix acceptor are the atoms occurring in P0I with predicate
symbols in IDBP0I ÿI, i.e., the set of these atoms occurring in P0I modulo variants.
The output function k is constructed using the rules of form Eq. (4.5): For every
Q 2 Q, we initialize kQ  ;. For every rule BI  QIDBP0
I
ÿI of form Eq. (4.5), we
add BIr to kQ if Q and QIDBP0
I
ÿI are variants with variable renaming r such
that Q  QIDBP0
I
ÿIr. The final states of the PA are defined as
F  fQ j Q 2 Q and kQ 6 ;g. Finally, given P0I, we define the variant-free
sets TR  fA j there exists C 2 P0I with an EDB subgoal that is a variant of Ag and
TZ  fB jthere exists C 2 P0I of form 4:5 such that Chead and B are variantsg. The
input alphabet R of PA is the set of all instances of elements in
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TR: R  fA0 j A0 is an instance of A 2 TRg. Analogously, the output alphabet is de-
fined as Z  fB0 j B0 is an instance of B 2 TZg.
Example 4.1. Given P0I of Example 3.1, we get the PA shown in Fig. 3. The final
states are printed in bold. The transition mapping d is:
dq0; aS;O;X ; Y1  qaS;O;X ; Y1
dqaS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O; Y1; Y2  qabS;O;X ; Y2
  
dqbcdaS;O;X ; Y4; bS;O; Y4; Z  qbcdabS;X ; Z
Every final state Q 2 F is associated with the set kQ (e.g.,
kqabcS;O;X ; Y3  fp1S;X ; Y3; p2S;X ; Y3g). Note the exact correspondence be-
tween the rules, on one hand, and k and d, on the other hand. Furthermore, TR 
faS;O;X ; Y1; bS;O;X ; Y1; cS;O; Y1; Y2; dS;O; Y2; Y3g and TZ  fp1S;X ; Z;
p2S;X ; Z; p3S;X ; Z; p4S;X ; Z; p5S;X ; Zg.
4.3. Marker passing
The Marker Passing Method is an incremental forward inference method which
simulates the bottom-up fixpoint evaluation of a definite, left-linear general chain
program. It is applied to a prefix acceptor representing the left-linear program P0I
with rules of the above forms. It receives as input incrementally an EDB instance
which is a fact chain. The Marker Passing Method outputs incrementally the instanc-
es of the target concepts represented by I  IDBP0I. It works as follows (Fig. 4):
Every fact Ft, t  1; . . . ;M , might be the beginning of a chain from which a target
Fig. 3. Prefix acceptor of Example 4.1.
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concept instance is derivable. Therefore, we check whether there exist transitions
from the starting state q0, dq0; L  Q, such that Ft and L are unifiable with mgu
r. In this case, the marker Qr is generated and added to the set NewMarkers. For
every Marker 2 Markers that has been generated at previous time points, it is checked
whether it can be passed from its current state to a successor state. Finally, for every
Marker 2 NewMarkers, it is checked whether it is an instance of final state Q 2 F . In
this case, kQc is output with c being the mgu of Marker and Q. These basic steps
are repeated for every fact.
Example 4.2. If the Marker Passing Method is applied to the PA of Fig. 3 and the
fact chain PE  as5; 90; 1; 8; bs5; 90; 8; 10; cs5; 90; 10; 15; ds5; 90; 15; 17, the
markers are passed through the graph of the prefix acceptor as illustrated in Fig. 5,
where r=i is used as a shorthand notation of the respective atom with predicate sym-
bol r and arity i. as5; 90; 1; 8 is unifiable with the label aS;O;X ; Y1 of the
Fig. 5. Example run of the Marker Passing Method on the PA of Example 4.1.
Fig. 4. Algorithm of the Marker Passing Method.
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transition leading from q0 to the successor state qaS;O;X ; Y1. Hence, the first mark-
er is instantiated to qas5; 90; 1; 8. bs5; 90; 8; 10 is unifiable with the label of the
transition from q0 to state qbS;O;X ; Y1. Therefore, the second marker is instantiat-
ed to qbs5; 90; 8; 10. Furthermore, the first marker can be propagated to state
qab=4 yielding the marker qabt1; 90; s5; 1; 10. For cs5; 90; 10; 15, no new marker
can be generated. However, the first and second marker can be passed forward to
state qabc=4 and qbc=4, respectively, yielding qabcs5; 90; 1; 15 and qbcs5; 90; 8; 15.
qabcs5; 90; 1; 15 is an instance of a final state and the output p1s5; 1; 15,
p2s5; 1; 15 is produced. For ds5; 90; 15; 17, no new marker can be generated.
The first and second marker are propagated to states qabcd=3 and qbcd=4, respectively.
As both states are final states, the respective target concept instances are output:
The Marker Passing Method avoids the redundant comparisons that occur if the
standard bottom-up evaluation strategy is applied to the original program PI. The
fact that it outputs CovPI  Cov0PI follows from the direct correspondence of
the rules of P0I and the mappings k and d of the PA. For the fact chain PE 
F1; F2; F3; F4 of Example 4.2, F1 has to be compared with 2 labels of the transitions
emanating from starting state q0, F2 with 3 transition labels: 2 labels of the transi-
tions emanating from q0 for Marker 2 and the label of the transition emanating from
qa for Marker 1. Accordingly, F3 and F4 have to be compared with 4 transition labels
each, yielding a total of 13 comparisons. In contrast, if infer (ordered) is applied to
the original program PI, 68 (16) comparisons are needed.
An upper bound for the comparisons needed by the Marker Passing Method can
be determined as follows: Let PA be the prefix acceptor which results from trans-
forming and compiling PI. Let T be the maximal number of transitions that start
at a state. Let PE be a fact chain F1 . . . ; FM . Every fact Ft, t  1; . . . ;M , has to be com-
pared with at most T labels of the transitions emanating from starting state q0. If the
PA is deterministic, then, for a fact Ft, at most t ÿ 1 markers have been generated
previously for the sequences beginning with Fv, v  1; . . . ; t ÿ 1. This yields the upper
bound
CompmpM 
XM
t1
T  t ÿ 1T 
XM
t1
tT  T MM  1
2
4:6
for the number of comparisons in the worst case. Hence, the worst-case running time
of the Marker Passing Method (mp) is in OM2.
4.4. Evaluation
The goal of the experiments is to measure the speed-up that can be achieved by the
application of the optimized implementations (ordered and mp) of the immediate
consequence operator TP, if compared with the application of the standard imple-
mentation infer. We considered 16 general chain programs of inference depth
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one which contained 250–470 rules each of which had at most 9 premise literals. We
applied infer, ordered, and mp to fact chains of length M with M  20; . . . ; 1000.2
The best results were achieved for Rule Set 2. For this rule set, the computation times
of infer, ordered, and mp are shown in Table 1. For 20 facts, for instance, infer
needed 0.51 s, ordered needed 0.525 s and mp needed 0.006 s. Each of these values
is an average determined from computation times measured for 10 dierent fact
chains. We see that for small values of M, mp is orderes of magnitudes faster than
infer, whereas ordered is even slower than infer. For larger values of M, both,
ordered and mp, are faster than infer. We calculated the values of the speed-up fac-
tors for ordered and mp defined as
SiÿoM  CT M of inferCT M of ordered and SiÿmM 
CT M of infer
CT M of mp ;
where CT M denotes the computation time for M facts. For Rule Set 2 and M  20,
for instance, we have Siÿo20  0:9 and Siÿm20  85 (i.e., for M  20, infer is 1.1
times faster than ordered and mp is 85 times faster than infer). These two numbers
are the first elements of the column indexed by M  20 in Table 2. The results
achieved for Rule Set 2 were the best we got. The worst results are shown in the last
part of Table 2. The best and the worst results show the range of the speed-up fac-
tors. The average speed-up factors determined from the results of all 16 rule sets are
shown in the middle part of Table 2.
Whereas, for the best, average and worst case, the absolute values of the speed-up
factors vary, the tendencies of the values remain the same. The comparison of infer
and ordered shows that SiÿoM increases with increasing values of M. For small
values of M, infer is faster than ordered. For larger values of M, ordered is orders
of magnitude faster than infer. For the average case, the values of Siÿo range from
0.9 to 12.3. Hence, on average, ordered is 5.4 times faster than infer.
2 The methods were implemented in Quintus–Prolog and the experiments were run on a Sun Sparc
Station 5.
Table 1
Computation times in seconds for Rule Set 2
M 20 50 100 200 400 600 800 900 1000
infer 0.510 0.797 1.471 4.92 17.58 31.16 45.26 82.24 94.13
ordered 0.525 0.721 0.995 1.61 2.87 4.06 5.13 6.02 6.57
mp 0.006 0.014 0.033 0.19 0.96 1.98 3.44 6.15 7.79
Table 2
Speed-up factors
M 20 50 100 200 400 600 800 900 1000 Av.
Best SiÿoM 0.9 1.1 1.5 3.1 6.1 7.7 8.8 13.7 14.3 6.4
SiÿmM 85.0 56.9 44.6 26.6 18.3 15.7 13.2 13.4 12.1 31.8
Average SiÿoM 0.9 1.0 1.3 2.3 5.1 6.7 7.8 11.6 12.3 5.4
SiÿmM 55.9 33.4 26.7 13.8 11.3 9.7 8.4 8.6 7.8 19.5
Worst SiÿoM 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.9 4.1 5.7 6.6 9.3 9.7 4.5
SiÿmM 39.3 24.4 18.6 7.5 5.7 5.0 4.2 4.1 3.8 12.5
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In contrast to SiÿoM, the values of SiÿmM decrease with increasing values of
M. For the average case, the values of SiÿmM range from 55.9 to 7.8. So, on aver-
age, mp is 19.5 times faster than infer. However, this does not mean that mp is al-
ways the method of choice: For large values of M, the speed-up factors of mp are
not as high as the ones for ordered (e.g., for the average case, we have Siÿo1000 
12:3 and Siÿm1000  7:8). The results show that for each value of M, one of the two
optimizations outperforms the standard implementation infer by far. The experi-
ments suggest that, for smaller values of M, this is mp, whereas for large values of
M, ordered is the method of choice.
It is not surprising that ordered outperforms mp at some point because the worst-
case running time of ordered is in OM, whereas for mp, it is in OM2. Using Eqs.
(4.2) and (4.6), we set up the inequality T=2MM  1 < NM  1max which is
equivalent to M < 2=T  N max. It is satisfied if the worst-case estimate of the num-
ber of comparisons needed by mp is smaller than the one of ordered. Given the ob-
servation that for small values of M, ordered is sometimes slower than infer, we
apply mp if the inequality is satisfied. For Rule Set 2 and its corresponding prefix ac-
ceptor, we get M < 705 (i.e., for less than 705 facts the inequality suggests to use the
Marker Passing Method). The actual computation times confirm the aforementioned
rule of thumb. Hence, given a set of rules, its corresponding prefix acceptor and a set
of facts with parameters N, max, T, and M, we can check whether the inequality is
satisfied. If it is satisfied then the use of mp guarantees a high speed-up. If it is not
satisfied, ordered should be considered as alternative. In every case, we get a perfor-
mance that is orderes of magnitudes better than the one of the standard implemen-
tation of the TP-operator. However, the high speed-ups are achieved at the price of
the restricted applicability of the methods.
5. Related work
The Prefix Elimination Method introduces definitions for new intermediate con-
cepts and, thus, introduces new elements into the representation language. Hence,
the method relates to concept formation and predicate invention, especially to meth-
ods based on inverse resolution [33,16]. Dierent operators based on inverse resolu-
tion have been introduced, e.g., intra- and inter-construction. In Ref. [15], inter-
construction is called a propositional ‘‘inductive inference rule’’ defined as:
p  G;H; q G;K
p  r;H; r  G; q r;K ;
where p, q and r represent propositional constants and G;H and K conjunctions of
propositional constants. Given the clause above the line, the clauses below the line
are generated. The new concept r is invented and defined by the clause r G. p  
r;H and q r;K are the result of folding p G;H and q G;H with the defini-
tion. The define_and_fold-operator is a first-order inter-construction rule:
C1  B L1; . . . ; Lm; Lm1; . . . ; Ls; . . . ;Cn  B0  L01; . . . ; L0m;Rm1; . . . ;Rr
C01  B Q; Lm1; . . . ; Ls; . . . ;C0n  B0  Qhn;Rm1; . . . ;Rr;
D  Q L1; . . . ; Lm;
;
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where Q  qY1; . . . ; Yk is the invented predicate and hn is the substitution used for
folding Cn with D. In ILP, inter-construction is commonly used to generalize a
program [33,16,34]. In contrast, we use it in an equivalence-preserving way. This fact
distinguishes our method also from the demand-driven concept formation approach
presented in Ref. [35] which changes the meaning of a program in order to make an
inconsistent theory consistent again.
The Prefix Elimination Method is similar to FENDER [27,28] and the Elimina-
tion Procedure (EP) [19]. Both methods introduce new definitions based on
syntactical features of the rules and use the definitions for folding in an equiva-
lence-preserving way. However, they do not assume the rule premises to be ordered.
EP selects a rule C and divides Cbody into blocks which are defined as follows: Given
two atoms A1;A2 2 Cbody , we have A1 # A2 i varsA1 \ varsA2 6 ;. The transitive
closure of the relation # is denoted by +. EP partitions Cbody into blocks which are
equivalence classes of Cbody modulo +. Each of these blocks constitutes the body
of a new definition. FENDER searches for common partial premises (CPPs) which
are subsets of rule premises that share an internal variable called seed. The CPP
which occurs most frequently in a rule set becomes the body of a new definition.
Thus, FENDER and EP do not search for coherent subsequences of rule premises.
This greater flexibility is an advantage if the subsequence redundancies do not occur
as prefixes. In the latter case, the Prefix Elimination Method may even decrease the
eciency of the program. It has to be taken into account, however, that the greater
flexibility is achieved at the expense of higher computation costs for the transforma-
tion operators define and fold. Another disadvantage results from the fact that
FENDER and EP reformulate the rules for one target concept only. In principle,
given a set I of target concepts, both methods can be applied repeatedly for every
target concept. However, during the reformulation of the rules for a given target,
the new definitions are only folded with rules for this concept. If the same subse-
quence redundancy occurs in premises of rules for other target concepts, then, later
on, a new predicate will be defined in exactly the same way as an already existing
one. Clearly, this introduction of redundant rules is not desirable.
The Marker Passing Method is a forward inference method that is applicable to
transformed and compiled general chain programs. Rete [9] and TREAT [14] are
similar methods which compile a set of rules into a graph in order to minimize the
number of comparisons between premise literals and facts. The Marker Passing
Method exploits the syntactical features of chain rules thus extracting from an input
fact the information relevant for all possible inferences it contributes to. Once this
has been done, the fact need not be memorized. Hence, the Marker Passing Method
does not need the storage space and the time needed by Rete and TREAT for main-
taining the state space of the inference system.
6. Conclusion
The contributions of this paper are optimization methods that speed up the eval-
uation of ordered clauses via forward inferences. The Prefix Elimination Method re-
moves from a program frequently occurring prefixes which make forward inferences
slow. It preserves the order of the premise literals, a fact that is useful if premises rep-
resent sequences of chronologically ordered events. We have introduced general
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chain rules which allow to represent such sequences within a standard logic program-
ming framework. The Prefix Elimination Method is applicable to definite and
stratified programs. If it is applied to general chain programs in a specific way, we
get programs that can be compiled and evaluated by the Marker Passing Method.
The restricted applicability of the Marker Passing Method is the price for the high
speed-ups that can be achieved with it. All optimization methods have been evaluat-
ed with the data of a robotics application where a robot had to execute plans under
real-time constraints. The computation times of the Marker Passing Method met
these constraints. This successful real-world application shows that the methods
are not of theoretical interest only.
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